IAU Naming and Giving Opportunities with Suggested Minimum Investment

NAMING OPPORTUNITIES

IAU invites individuals, foundations, and corporations who share our commitment to our ideals to play a significant role by naming and endowing key spaces in all three buildings. Interested donors and benefactors should contact Kurt Schick, Dean of Alumni Affairs, at k.schick@iaufrance.org.

Following is a list of naming opportunities with a suggested minimum investment. Note that items in bold already have pledges or a named donor.

Chapelle des Pénitents Bleus, at 2bis, rue du Bon Pasteur, Aix-en-Provence, is a highly visible symbol of the Aixois roots of IAU. Within its walls, generations of American undergraduate students have experienced the learning that gave them their own keys for opening doors to the world.

1. Facility - becomes a named Hall or Center $1,000,000

   **Ground floor**

   2. **The Main Hall** - Donations being accepted toward Reserve Pledge in honor of Amos Booth 2\textsuperscript{nd} President of IAU, 1983 – 1995 $200,000*

   *Current pledges total $105,000

   **Cave**

   3. **Student Lounge** – Named in honor of Mme Denise Malrieu, Aix Center Administrative Assistant and Housing Officer, 1963 – 1968 $15,000

   Gifted by Beverly C. Walters, Aix 1963/64

   **First floor**

   4. Library/reading room $50,000

   5. Computer Room $15,000

   **Top floor**

   6. **Reception area** - Reserve Pledge by Steve Mittelstet, Trustee Aix 1987, and Guy Gooding $10,000

   **7. Trustees Room** $50,000
Manning Hall testifies to IAU’s reinforced presence in Aix-en-Provence, with the promise of providing state-of-the-art facilities for teaching and learning in an international environment.

1. Manning Hall: Donors: Donna Dillon Manning, Aix 1961/62 $1,500,000
   Donors: Donna Dillon Manning, Aix 1961/62
   Larry D. Horner

2. Student lounge (la cave) $50,000

Ground floor
3. Library: Donor: Mary Frances Pearson $100,000
   in Honor of Dr. Jed W. Pearson

4. Staircase $50,000
5. Student affairs space $50,000
6. First and Second floor Classrooms (5 in total) $100,000 each
7. Faculty lounge $50,000

Second floor
8. Elevator $25,000

The Marchutz Building named for the acclaimed painter and art historian who taught at IAU from 1960 to 1973. Following the death of Leo Marchutz, Amos Booth worked with the Board of Trustees to acquire his studio and workshop in 1984.

1. Facility $1,000,000
2. Main Room (Atelier) $150,000

CUMULATIVE GIVING

The Founders Society is named for Herbert Maza and Evron Kirkpatrick, internationally-minded American political scientists and educators, whose early vision and industry resulted in the founding of the Institute for American Universities. Herbert Maza, former university professor of political science, and Evron Kirkpatrick, Executive Director of the American Political Science Association, joined forces to create the international education institution known as IAU. Donors in the Founders Society are honored in various, special ways to acknowledge their philanthropy, including an engraved plaque bearing their name in the entryway.

ANNUAL GIVING

Trustees Alliance $25,000 and above
President’s Alliance $10,000 - $24,999
The Provence Associates $1,000 - $9,999
Le Mistral Assembly $25 - $999

PLANNED GIVING

The Mount Saint Victoire Legacy Society honors donors who have included IAU in their estate plans through some form of planned gift. Membership in the society is conferred upon those who have communicated to the Institute their intention to make a gift through a bequest, charitable trust, charitable gift annuity, pooled income funds, life insurance, retirement fund, or a gift of
property with a retained life estate. **Minimum suggested investment: $50,000**